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The constitutional order stipulates that nation-states are guided by the social contract (or in the United States [U.S.], the constitution). Whereby the social contract is the reigning document that sets the legal order. The U.S. is guided by the legality of the constitutional framework -- first established by the founding fathers of the U.S. federalist union. Whereas the Magna Carta is the authorizing document of the English legal system, granting rights to the British public and stipulations to the aristocracy. Yet the U.S. Supreme Court has only so recently met the demands of contemporary radical polity.

Implementing an extreme loophole to frame the original founding manuscript in their preconceived self-image. Exacerbating and encouraging fanatical sentimentality.

More and more rulings by the recent U.S. Supreme Court has led to not only a haywire presidency, but also -- historically, to a fraudulent presidency of popular decision-making. The United States Supreme Court, along with the Royal Court, in the United Kingdom (U.K.), has pass bygone rulings and laws that has cause world-wide totalitarian dissent to increasingly dominate the public sphere. Radical science is only likely to monopolize, and radical democrats are only further fervent
in using extreme tactics to suppress far-right groups that, either way, pose an existential threat to civility and tranquility.

The prevailing United States Supreme Court has set uncompromising constitutionality: to contradict the international order by neo-historicism. On the grounds of suggestibility and unreason. Losing contact with the realism of transcendental nihilism. Making it the norm to disregard federalist principles to reign the U.S. corporate model absolute. Yet applying growing desperation to reshape class consciousness for the betterment of powerful and elite interests. Bearing little responsibility to the Leviathan. Only making the U.S. into the primary exemplification of a modernist dystopia on the threshold of ubiquitous ostracism.

Where the U.S. is only poised to construe itself as a Sodom and Gomorrah, while the United Kingdom falls casualty to a confined formulation of British neo-Fascism. When in doubt, the United States tears itself apart and the U.K. becomes a circumscribed ultra-nationalist state that resorts to extremism to sustain the British standard. While at a global scale, nations pursue neo-expansionist policies to evoke the breakup of the Western tradition.